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Report on the UNGEGN Liaison with the 

Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research @CAR) 

Resolution 12 of the Sixth United Nations Conference on the Standardization of Geographical 
Names recommends that UNGEGN: 

(a) Recognize the working procedures on Antarctic place-names being established by the 
SCAR Working Group on Geodesy and Geographic Information; 

00 Establish liaison with SCAR for the purpose of promoting communication between the two. 
bodies and providing UNGEGN periodically with a written report on relevant activities of SCAR. 

At present there are more than 40 signatory countries to the Antarctic Treaty, and place-names 
appear in 15 or more languages and five scripts. Gazetteers or lists of geographical names and guidelines 

for naming features in the Antarctic have been issued by some 15 countries in various grades of 
completeness. However, internationally agreed guidelines for proposing new names and for using existing 

place-names have not as yet been set up. In many cases unintentional multiple naming of features, and 

either translation or mistranslation of place-names have caused ambiguity and confusion in their current 
usage in the Antarctic. 

SCAR is the scientific advisory boay to the Antarctic Treaty System. At present more than 20 SCAR 

member countries are actively conducting mapping programmes in the Antarctic and as such are being 

involved in problems of geographical naming in a practical way. These countries are collaborating in the 

SCAR Working Group on Geodesy and Geographic Information (IA/G-GGI). 

At the XXll SCAR Meeting heid in Argentina in 1992. a work programme “Antarctic place-names’ 
was set up by the WG-GGI and approved by SCAR. The work programme is co-convened by Germany und 

Italy and covers the following main items: 

(1) Facilitate the correct and unambiguous identification of geographic features,in the Antarctic; 

(21 Develop guidelines to be internatiorlaily used for the naming of features and for ihe use of 

already existing place-names in the Antarctic; 

(3) Consider all land features, ice shelves, subglacial features, and inshore features of the 

continental shelf south of 60”s; 

(4) Deal with the writing of place-names in the Roman script including diacritical marks, but not 
the pronunciation; 

(5) Adhere to the resolutions and recommendations prepared by UNGEGN and adopted by the 

UN Conferences on the Standardization of Geographical Names; 

(61 Collect all available Antarctic gazetteers and lists of geographical names preferably in 

digital form, issued or published by different countries. 

ToDonvmic auidelines for the Antarctic 

The work on preparing toponymic guidelines for the Antarctic was allocated to Germany. A draft 

paper, titled ‘Propbsecf lntemafional TomrIyr& Q&felines for the AnWcfic’, was prepared and tabled at the 
formal meeting of the SCAR Working Group on Geodesy and Geogr.aphic lnformationjJIVG-GGI)Xheld at the 



XXIII SCAR Meeting in Rome in 1994. After discussing%he paper, the WG-GGI submitted this document 
with minor amendments (Version: Rome, 31 Augc&‘%Z%&to theS32kRiExecutive. The following 
recommendation was approved-and National Comm~~~td&ea&k&;;to.camment: 

Recommendation XXIII GM4 (Rome, I’99.Q 

fiecoanizinq fhe importance of ilnambigtious naming 
opera fionat.purposes; 

tar bofh scienfii5c and 

Nof/nq-that many Antarctic @afun% now have mu&ok? v .~.?Baf~efe are no iltfemafionat 
p#cedun?s Aplaceto firnit f&u@ mufiple naming, or to guid@ & ,Jz!ae semion of which name shouldbe 
used on a map or in.9 scientific nor lo$@fic pubfkafmn; 

The SCAR We/king Group on Geodesy and Geographic Informafiin: 

fiecommends-that SCAR.considers 

- the content of Ifs Proposed-fnfemafionaf Toponymk Guidelines for the Antarctic; and 

- the process for their review, aUopfion and implementation. 

The,mattet was further discussedat XXIV SCAR in Cambridge in 1996. The following recommendation was 
. adopted by the SCAR Eicecutive: 

Recommendation SCAR XXIV-5 (Cambridge, 1996) 

Concerning Place Names 

Nofinq rhaf ihe SCAR Composite- Gazetteer currently contains names data from sixteen SCAR member 
countries, comprising around 37,000 entries for 16,000 features (including over 7000 features wlfh two 
or more entirely different names); 

Noting further that the International Hydrographic Organisation has developed procedures- for the 
naming of undersea features; 

Considering that, in fhe inferesfs of both scientific c/aHy and opefafional safety. the general principle of 
bne name par feature’ should apply on the Antarctic continent as in other parts of the world; 

SCAR-recommends fhafflafionat Committees, via their governments, request the Antarctic Treaty to 
aUopf pn’nciples for Anfakfic place naming, including consideration of the following: 

1. New names shall not be appliecl to features that have already been named by a national or 
lirtemafional naming aufhor?fy e in-adopting-existing names, countries are encouraged not to vary any 
parf of such names. 

2. All new names appfovedanddocumenfed by naming authorities should be regularly supplied to 
SCAR for publication in the SCAR composite Gazetteer. 

3. When selecting exisring names for use on maps and in other publicafions, countries are 
encouragetl to give preference to the earliest approved or documented name - without varying any part 
of such names. 

4. That the AntarctIc Tfeaty&mxHjvequest SCAR to develop comprehensive ‘AntarCtic Toponymic 
Guide/j&%: in close-cooperation with national and international naming authorities, basecl on the 
adopted prkEipl&. 



Further actions regarding the approval of toponymic guidelines for the Antarctic were not identified. 

Combosite Gazetteer of Antarctica 

The compilation of a Composite Gazetteer of Anta&ii@GA) WMS titiuuated to Italy, Work began 
by collating~existing gazetteers or lists of geographical ~~:b~~~ adhering40 SCAR as-Full 
Members or Associate Members. A first draft of the C -presented an.d .discusSed at 
the WG-GGI meeting, held at XXIII SCAR in Rome in %Q4. ??XX%t were-7equested.to.fevise 
and to authorize the integrated data of their countries. At #a ‘4%. in Cambridgein1996, an 
improved version of the first draft was tabledand d&cussed. 7% im and necessity4ofoontihuation 
of-this work was underlined by Recommendation SCAR XXIV-S as&&&ove. FurthetYnor’k the Working 
Group requested Italy to publish the Composite Gazetteer of Antarctica on-the occasion ofXXVGCAR in 
1998. 

The printed version of-the CGA was presented at ihe meeting of the WG-GGI-held in COncepcidn in 
1998. The gazetteer consists of two volumes. Volume I contains some 21 500 alphabetically ordered 
different geographical names, which correspond to about 33 000 names found in all national gazetteers, TO 
each flame a reference number is assigned. The reference number is equivalent to one.of the 
approximately 16 500 named Antarctic features as listed in Volume II. For each feature, all exkting variant 
flames, as approved by the countries, are represented synoptically, without indicating,a preference forany 
name. National gazetteers or geographical names lists have been considered for Argentina, Australia, 
Belgium, Bulgaria, Chile, China, Ecuador, France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, New Zealand, NOrWaY, 
Potand, Russian Federation, South Africa, Spain, United Kingdom, Uruguay, USA, and the gazetteer of.tHO 
I IOC. 

The SCAR general podcy regarding geographical names was stated anew as 

Recommendation SCAR XXV-7 

Concerning Antarctic Place-names 

(Conception, 1998) 

Noting that the SCAR Composite Gazetteer of Antarctica (CGA): 

- has been published in March 1998 by the SCAR Working Group on Geodesy and Geographic 
lnfonnation (WG-GGI) 

- contains names data t?om twenty SCAR member countries and the lntemational Uydrogfaphic 
Organisation / International Oceanographic Commission; 

- comprises around 33,000 entries for 76,500 features, including around 500 features With fwo.,Or 
more entirely different names; 

Considering that, in the interests of both scientific clarity and operationaf safety, the general principle~Of 
‘One name per feature’ should apply for all new feature names; 

SCAR recommends that National Committees, difectIy or through the/r national Antarctic nan@J$l 
authority: \ 

I. refer to the CGA in considering a// proposals for new place names; 

2. avoid adding new place names to features already named; 

3. submit all new approved place names to the WG-GGI &f inclirsibn in the CGb; 
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The Composite Gazetteer of Antarctica is available in a q~:mwkz~M&%%emet 
(www.onra.itlSCAR GAZQ, accompanied by extensive inf~kww&~ionS. 


